We study a class of q-analogues of multiple zeta values given by certain formal q-series with rational coefficients. After introducing a notion of weight and depth for these q-analogues of multiple zeta values we present dimension conjectures for the spaces of their weight-and depth-graded parts, which have a similar shape as the conjectures of Zagier and Broadhurst-Kreimer for multiple zeta values.
Introduction
Multiple zeta values are real numbers appearing in various areas of mathematics and theoretical physics. By a q-analogue of these numbers one usually understand q-series, which degenerate to multiple zeta values as q → 1. The algebraic structure of several models of q-analogues has been the subject of recent research (see [27] for an overview). Besides a conjecture of Okounkov in [17] for the dimension of the weight-graded spaces for a specific such model, no conjectures for the dimensions of the spaces of any of these q-analogues in a given weight and depth have occurred in the literature. The purpose of this work is to introduce a space of q-series which contains a lot of these models and to present conjectures on the dimensions of their weight-and depth-graded parts. For natural numbers s 1 ≥ 2, s 2 , . . . , s l ≥ 1 define the multiple zeta value (MZV) These two ways of writing the product gives a large family of Q-linear relations between MZVs in a fixed weight, known as double shuffle relations. Conjecturally all relations between MZVs follow from these type of relations. In particular it is conjectured that the algebra Z is graded by the weight. Let Z k denote the Q-vector space spanned by the MZVs of weight k, then there is the following famous dimension conjecture due to Zagier: Conjecture 1.1 (Zagier [25] ). The following identity holds:
A stronger version of this conjecture was later proposed by Hoffman ([13] ), which states that the ζ(s 1 , . . . , s l ) with s j ∈ {2, 3} form a basis of Z. So far it is only known, due to a result of Brown ([7] ), that these MZVs span the space Z. Conjecture 1.1 has a refinement by Broadhurst and Kreimer who proposed the following conjecture on the dimension of the weight-and depth-graded parts: (1 − x 4 )(1 − x 6 ) .
Observe that E 2 (x) (resp. O 3 (x)) is the generating series of the number of even (resp. odd) zeta values and S(x) is the generating series for the dimensions of cusp forms for SL 2 (Z). Furthermore, by setting y = 1 on the right-hand side of the BroadhurstKreimer conjecture one obtains precisely the right-hand side in the Zagier conjecture. We are interested in conjectures similar to the above in the context of q-analogues of multiple zeta values. There are various different models of q-analogues for multiple zeta values. For most of these models the algebraic setup, i.e. analogues of the stuffle and the shuffle product, is well understood (See for example [3] , [9] , [20] , [21] , [27] ). The problem of understanding the dimension of the weight-graded spaces has been considered in [3] , [4] , [9] , [17] , [20] , [21] , [27] . On the other hand possible analogues of the Broadhurst-Kreimer conjecture for these q-analogues have not been proposed yet. Now we will define the q-analogues of multiple zeta values we consider in this paper.
For s 1 , . . . , s l ≥ 1 and polynomials
This series can be seen as a q-analogue 1 of ζ(s 1 , . . . , s l ), since we have for
We only consider the case where deg(Q j ) ≤ s j and consider the following Q-algebra:
Contrary to the case of MZVs, the number s 1 + · · · + s l does not give a good notion of weight for the ζ q , since for example ζ q (s; Q) = ζ q (s + 1, Q · (1 − t)). Also the number l will not be used to define the depth. Instead we will consider a class of q-series which also span the space Z q and use these series to define a weight and a depth filtration on Z q . For s 1 , . . . , s l ≥ 1, r 1 , . . . , r l ≥ 0 these q-series are given by
We refer to these q-series as bi-brackets of depth l and weight s 1 + · · · + s l + r 1 + · · · + r l . They were introduced by the first author in [1] and their algebraic structure is wellunderstood and described in the papers [1] , [2] , [3] , [30] . The bi-brackets have a natural connection to quasi-modular forms (for SL 2 (Z)), since for even k the Fourier expansion of the classical Eisenstein series G k of weight k is given by k 0 plus an appropriate constant term. In particular the space of quasi-modular forms with rational coefficients, which is given by Q[G 2 , G 4 , G 6 ], is a sub-algebra of the space Z q . As we will see in Theorem 2.3 the bi-brackets span the space Z q and therefore we can define a weight and a depth filtration by using the notion of weight and depth of bibrackets. We point to the fact that Z q is not graded by the weight, i.e. the weight graded spaces gr W k Z q are in general not isomorphic to the Q-vector spaces spanned by bi-brackets of weight k. In analogy to the Zagier and Broadhurst-Kreimer conjecture we conjecture the following. Conjecture 1.3. (i) The dimension of the weight graded parts of Z q is given by
(ii) The dimension of the weight and depth graded parts of Z q is given by
where
) and E 2 (x), S(x) are as in Conjecture 1.2 and
Here M k (SL 2 (Z)) and S k (SL 2 (Z)) denote the spaces of modular forms and cusp forms for SL 2 (Z) of weight k.
Note that setting y = 1 in (ii) implies (i), this holds because of the formula
which is straightforward to prove. In the Broadhurst-Kreimer conjecture the numerator 1 + E 2 (x)y can be interpreted as the generating series of dim Q gr
As we will see in Proposition 2.5 the numerator in Conjecture 1.3 (ii) is essentially the generating series for the weight-and depth-graded dimensions of the quasi-modular forms, since D(x) E 2 (x) counts the number of Eisenstein series and their derivatives and D(x) S(x) corresponds to the number of cusp forms and their derivatives. Therefore it is reasonable to expect that
In some sense the quasi-modular forms in the context of q-analogues of multiple zeta values play the role of the even single zeta values (see also [11] , [28] [27] for a nice overview). One of the first models was studied by Bradley [5] and Zhao [26] independently. This model is given for s 1 ≥ 2, s 2 , . . . s l ≥ 1 by the q-series
with {n} q = 1−q n 1−q being the usual q-integer. Taking the limit q → 1 in above sum one obtains ζ(s 1 , . . . , s l ). For a cleaner description of the algebraic structure and (in our case) a connection to modular forms it is convenient to consider a modified version of (2.1) by removing the factor (1 − q) s 1 +···+s l , i.e. to consider the series
which then satisfies lim
In a greater generality we will consider for s 1 , . . . , s l ≥ 1 and polynomials
3)
. In contrast to (2.2) we also allow s 1 = 1 in our setup, i.e. we also include q-analogues of the nonconvergent multiple zeta values. In the case s 1 > 1 we can (by the same arguments as in [4] Proposition 6.4) again take the limit q → 1 after multiplying by (1 − q) s 1 +···+s l , which gives
Almost all models of q-analogues in the literature are given by sums of the form (2.3).
In the following we always set ζ q (s 1 , . . . , s l ; Q 1 , . . . , Q l ) = 1 for the case l = 0. We will consider the following spaces spanned by the series (2.3) of a particular kind
where as before we always assume
. As we will see below Z q is the space in which we are interested the most.
. We also restrict to the case in which all polynomials Q j (not just Q 1 ) have no constant terms and therefore are elements in tQ[t]. The resulting space is denoted by
For the spaces Z
. Notice that all of these spaces are closed under multiplication. In depth one for example it is
which gives an even more general setup than our ζ q . Especially these series can be seen as natural generators of the spaces Z q,d and Z
• q,d by choosing the appropriate conditions on the d j . We will now give a short overview of different q-analogues of multiple zeta values, which can be written in terms of the ζ q and relate them to the spaces Z q,d and Z 
(ii) Another interesting case is the Schlesinger-Zudilin model. These q-analogues are for
The space spanned by these series is, using the same argument as in (i), given by
Originally defined by Schlesinger [18] and Zudilin [29] for the cases s 1 ≥ 2, s 2 , . . . , s l ≥ 1, it was observed in [20] and further discussed in [9] that the algebraic setup, especially the shuffle product analogue, for this model can be described nicely by allowing s 1 ≥ 1, s 2 , . . . , s l ≥ 0. Restricting to s 1 , . . . , s l ≥ 1 we get the subspace
In the case s 1 , . . . , s l ≥ 1 these can be written as ζ q (s 1 , . . . , s l ; t, 1, . . . , 1) ∈ Z q , but the space spanned by (2.6) for s 1 , . . . , s j ≥ 1 is a priori not given by one of the Z q,d or Z 
With the same arguments as before (see also the proof of Theorem 2.3 (iii)) the span of these series is given
Although the space Z q seems to be much larger than the space Z • q , we expect that they both coincide (Conjecture 3.2 (B2) below) and therefore every ζ SZ q should be expressible as a linear combination of ζ SZ q (s 1 , . . . , s l ) with s 1 , . . . , s l ≥ 1. In [9] (Theorem 5.5) such an expression for ζ OOZ q in terms of ζ SZ q is given, which in turn can be seen as a special case of that conjecture. Remark 2.1. As seen in the example above, the polynomials Q j often depend just on s j . For these types of q-analogues one can also define subspaces of Z q in the following way: Suppose that {Q s } s≥1 is a family of polynomials, where for all s 1 , s 2 ≥ 1 there exists numbers λ
∈ Q with j ≥ 1 and λ
Then the space spanned by all ζ q (s 1 , . . . , s l ; Q s 1 , . . . , Q s l ) is a sub-algebra of Z q . This also gives an example of a so called quasi-shuffle algebra as described in [14] . For this one can define for a, b
j z j with the same notation as used in the first section of [14] . This was for example done in [4] for the space Z 
Bi-brackets as q-analogues of MZVs
In this section we will consider the q-series from the introduction in more detail and explain their connection to q-analogues of multiple zeta values in the section before. 
We refer to these q-series as bi-brackets of depth l and of weight
(ii) For r 1 = · · · = r l = 0 we write
The series [s 1 , . . . , s l ], which we call brackets, were introduced and studied in [4] .
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The bi-brackets also have an alternative form, which we will use now. For this recall that the Eulerian polynomials (See for example [10] ) are defined by
For s > 1 the polynomials tP s−1 (t) have degree s − 1 and in the case s = 1 it is tP 0 (t) = t. By definition of the bi-brackets it is then clear that
We will now see that the spaces spanned 3 by the bi-brackets and brackets are exactly given by the spaces Z q and Z 
Proof. Since for all s ≥ 1 it is P s−1 (1) = 0 the polynomials tP j−1 (t)(1 − t) s−j with j = 1, . . . , s form a basis of the space {Q ∈ tQ[t] | deg Q ≤ s}. In particular for every polynomial Q in this space there exists coefficients α j ∈ Q with 8) from which the statement (ii) follows. Also (iii) follows, since for d = 1 the condition Q j (t) ∈ tQ[t] and deg Q j ≤ s j − 1 implies s j ≥ 2 for all j = 1, . . . , l. One can also see that
To prove (i) we will first show the inclusion '⊆' , i.e. that every ζ q (s 1 , . . . , s l ; Q 1 , . . . , Q l ) can be written in terms of bi-brackets. For this we need to see what happens if one of the Q 2 , . . . , Q l has a constant term. Without loss of generality we can, by the proof of (ii), focus on the cases Q i (t) = 1 for a 2 ≤ i ≤ l . Since for all s ≥ 1 it is
we can write
For the the second sum on the right-hand side we can again use (2.8). For the first sum we obtain (by setting n l+1 = 0)
Repeating this for all 2 ≤ i ≤ l with Q i (t) = 1 we obtain sums of the form (2.7) from which we deduce '⊆'. Now to prove '⊇' we first define for m ≥ 0 the polynomials p m (n) by p 0 (n) = 1 and
The p m (n) is a polynomial in n of degree m and therefore we can always find c m (r) ∈ Q with n r = r m=0 c m (r) p m (n). The idea is now to replace n r j j in the definition of the bibrackets by r j m j =0 c m j (r j ) p m j (n j ) and then use (2.9) to get sums which can be written in terms of the ζ q . We illustrate this in the depth two case from which the general case becomes clear. We have with κ = (
Now considering all the possible shuffles, and possible equalities of the N and the N ′ it is clear that this sum can be written as a linear combination of ζ q by interpreting appearing 1 as (1−q N )(1−q N ) −1 . For general depth l the idea is the same and therefore we obtain '⊇' from which (i) follows.
As an example how to write a bi-bracket in terms of ζ q we give the following.
(2.10)
Bi-brackets and quasi-modular forms
We now define the weight and the depth filtration for the space Z q by writing for a subset
If we consider the depth and weight filtration at the same time we use the short notation Fil (ii) As seen before the Schlesinger-Zudilin model ζ SZ q (s 1 , . . . , s l ), defined in (2.5) for s 1 ≥ 1, s 2 , . . . , s l ≥ 0, span the space Z q and therefore we also obtain a depth and weight filtration for these series. By the proof of Theorem 2.3 we see that ζ
is the number of s j which are zero.
For several reasons one should consider these filtrations to be the natural ones. First of all the multiplication in Z q respects the depth as well as the weight grading. Secondly, on Z q we have the derivation given by q 
since in depth one it is for k > 0
The space of quasi-modular forms for SL 2 (Z) with rational coefficients is given by [16] ) and therefore it is a sub-algebra of Z
• q and Z q . It is graded by the weight, in the classical sense, and obviously
increases the weight by 2, i.e.
The space of quasi-modular forms has the decomposition
, then the generating series for the weight-and depth-graded dimensions of M (SL 2 (Z)) Q ⊂ Z q satisfies the coefficient-wise inequality
Proof. The Eisenstein series and their derivatives are in the depth one subspaces. For the space of cusp forms of weight k we have, by using a theorem of Zagier,
Finally since q d dq
does not alter the depth we get the claim by the decomposition (2.11).
The expected equality in Proposition 2.5 would hold if the brackets [2] , [4] , [6] and the odd brackets [1] , [3] , .. together with all of their derivatives were algebraically independent, but by now only partial results for linear independence are available ( [24] , [28] ).
Conjecture 2.6. We have a decomposition of Q-algebras
This decomposition is respected by the operator q d dq
. Moreover A is a free polynomial algebra that is bi-graded with respect to weight and depth compatible with those of Z q . In particular it equals the graded dual to the universal enveloping algebra of a bi-graded Lie algebra 4 .
This decomposition of algebras should be seen as an analogue of [11, Conjecture 1.1. b)] in our context. The conjecture above implies the weaker claim, that the algebra Z q is isomorphic to a free polynomial algebra graded by the weight. It also implies that in Proposition 2.5 the equality holds.
Remark 2.7. In [17] Okounkov gives the following conjecture for the dimension of the weight-graded parts of Z
(2.13)
We expect that the decomposition of Conjecture 2.6 induces also a decomposition for Z
• q,1 . Indeed, keeping the previous notation, this is compatible with the factorization
.
Our Conjecture 1.3 (i) for Z q yields with
Thus we may think of the Lie algebra behind Z q compared to that behind Z
• q,1 as having additional generators induced by the derivatives of a generator in weight 1 and having additional relations being counted by the number of Eisenstein series for SL 2 (Z) and their derivatives.
Computational evidences for the conjectures
In this section we want to describe how to implement the bi-brackets to obtain the numerical results, which were used to obtain Conjecture 1.3 in the introduction and further conjectures stated below. A similar method to perform such calculations has been communicated to us by Don Zagier. Using (2.7) we define for a fixed N ∈ N an approximated version of bi-brackets by
Observe that
It is clear that at least the first N coefficients of these approximated versions are identical to the bi-brackets, i.e.
To calculate the first N coefficients of the bi-brackets we use the following recursive formula for these approximated versions Proof. This follows by splitting up the summation N ≥ n 1 > · · · > n l > 0 into the parts where N > n 1 and N = n 1 to get the first and the second term respectively.
We implemented an algorithm based on Lemma 3.1 in parallel PARI/GP [23] and on a computer with 32 cores it takes several hours to obtain each of the following tables: Table 2 : lower bounds fil
In fact for these tables we calculated approximated bi-brackets with coefficients modulo some large prime and determined the dimension they span at least. Experimentally the choice of a sufficiently large prime does not alter the dimension. We have similar tables for various subspaces like the positive bi-brackets Although, our experiments support conjectures (B1) and (B3), we were not able to prove the weaker claims that the positive bi-brackets respectively the 123-brackets generate sub-algebras of Z q . In [1] the conjecture (B2) was stated the first time and therein examples which complement those in [9] (Theorem 5.5) were given.
Theorem 3.3. For all weights k ≤ 7 the coefficients on both sides of Conjecture 1.3 (i) coincide and in addition the Conjectures 3.2 (B1), (B2) and (B3) hold for these weights also.
We will give a proof of this theorem at the end of this section. The Conjecture 1.3 is based on the assumption that the above lower bounds were the actual dimensions. In other words, for the quantities
we expect the equalities gr
. Now we check if the generating series of the weight-and depth-graded parts of Z q can be of the shape implied by the conjectures. For example, if we assume that there is a decomposition Z q ∼ = M (SL 2 (Z))⊗ A, where the algebra A is a free polynomial algebra, then there must hold an equation of the form
where the g k,l equal the number of generators of A in weight k and depth l. Solving such an equation with with gr num k,l on the left-hand side, give us numerical g num k,l and within the range of our experiments (See Table 3 on page 17) these are positive and satisfy a parity pattern. If we assume that there is a decomposition Z q ∼ = M(SL 2 (Z)) ⊗ A, where the algebra A is the graded dual to the universal enveloping algebra of a bi-graded Lie algebra, then there must hold an equation of the form Table 4 Whereas it is known that the numbers from Zagier's conjecture give upper bound for the dimensions in question, the knowledge about the Broadhurst-Kreimer conjecture is very little. The only known results are the following: Theorem 3.4 (Euler, Ihara-Kaneko-Zagier, Goncharov, Ihara-Ochiai). For 1 ≤ l ≤ 3 the numbers g k,l of generators for Z of weight k and depth l are not bigger than implied by the Broadhurst-Kreimer conjecture.
The proof of this result for l = 1 is a trivial consequence of Euler's formula for even zeta values. For l = 2, 3 one can bound the number of generators by the dimension of the so called double shuffle spaces, see e.g. [12] , [11] , [15] . The bounds obtained via the partition shuffle spaces for the number of generators in depth 1 and even weights are not optimal, as it is well-known that the ring of quasimodular forms is generated in weight 2, 4 and 6. We view this as the analogue to the fact that Euler's relation for even zeta values is not seen by the depth 1 double shuffle spaces as defined in [12] . Table 5 :
Proof of Theorem 3.3 Using the structure of the ring of quasi-modular forms and the data of Table 5 we get the coefficient-wise upper bounds 
The claim of the theorem follows as the lower and upper bounds coincide for k ≤ 7.
Remark 3.7. In contrast to the multiple zeta values we expect that the upper bounds for the number of generators obtained by the partition shuffle spaces are not optimal for all l ≥ 2, i.e. we don't expect equality in Corollary 3.6. We think that this reflects the existence of cusp forms as distinguished elements in depth 2, whereas even zeta values just live in depth 1. By work of Ecalle we know that there is a Lie algebra structure on the partition shuffle spaces, see e.g. [8] or [19] . In forthcoming work we will study a sub Lie algebra which conjecturally has the algebra A as its symmetric algebra, which might give another explanation of this effect. Another optimistic hope is that a coproduct structure on Z q , which allows to mimic Brown's proof in order to obtain conjecture (B3), exists.
